[Medial Unicompartmental Knee Arthroplasty Using Patient-Specific Instrumentation - Accuracy of Preoperative Planning, Time Saving and Cost Efficiency].
In the past few years, patient-specific instrumentation (PSI) in knee endoprosthetics has been energetically marketed. PSI can enhance the accuracy of the size and alignment of the prosthesis components. It should also be possible to reduce hospital costs and operating time. It remains unclear whether these putative advantages are achieved in medial unicompartmental knee arthroplasty (UKA). Data from 22 patients (24 knees) were analysed retrospectively. The focus was on the reliability of preoperative surgical planning - particularly with regards to the level of experience of the five surgeons involved, who were split into two groups depending on their level of experience, as defined by EndoCert®. Another focus was on the evaluation of actual surgical time and cost effectiveness using PSI. In order to achieve an optimal outcome, preoperative surgical planning had to be modified intraoperatively to a great extent. The femoral component had to be adjusted intraoperatively in 41.7 % of all cases, the tibial component in 58.3 % and the polyethylene insert in 87.5 %. Surgeons equipped with less experience had to change preoperative planning more often than the more experienced surgeons. Utilising PSI increased the operating time of both the less experienced and the more experienced surgeons. PSI planning and lack of surgical experience were the main predictors of increased surgical time. Instead of lowering costs, utilizing PSI increased surgical costs by nearly 1300 $ per case. This was due to increased operating time, license fees and extraordinary expenditure for MRI scans. The advertised advantages of PSI were not supported by the data analysed. On the contrary, this technology leads to additional costs, greater operating time and insufficient accuracy in preoperative planning. As not a single study has yet demonstrated better outcomes in terms of alignment and/or function with PSI than with standard instrumentation, additional data are required before PSI can be recommended for routine use in medial UKA.